
• To evaluate current digital cameras and digital image systems.
Quantify their strengths and weaknesses, by capturing color
images for evaluation. 

• To Identify possible product lines and applications for these
devices

• Provide output on common devices available to our customers,
competition and NEBS, to show achievable quality.

• To provide NEBS with the information necessary to design a
product offering that capitalizes on digital imaging technology.

The technology to capture, integrate and reproduce photograph-
ic images for short run color printing is rapidly evolving. These
imaging technologies have advanced to the point for NEBS to
utilize, as we expand our product lines into short run color.

Digital photography is in its infancy and will continue to devel-
op rapidly for the remainder of the century. Current technology
is useful in applications designed around its limitations.

Kodak Photo CD - This technology is presently the most capa-
ble of supporting a wide range of product offerings including,
photo business cards, brochures, flyers, and other advertising. It
offers NEBS the best quality, widest range of uses and presents
storage and re-order opportunities.

Low Cost Digital Cameras - This technology has just now
become sufficient for use in specific applications such as real
estate flyers and some advertising. Current camera designs are
not suitable for applications such as photo business cards and
product advertising. However, this technology will continue to
evolve rapidly over the next year. This class of digital camera
will quickly become more versatile while remaining relatively
low in price.

High End Digital Cameras - These devices are currently
expensive and suited for studio work. They will continue to
evolve but offer limited use to in-store applications at this time.
Higher skill level is required to get quality images.

Color output devices are also evolving rapidly and present both
an opportunity and a threat to NEBS short run color initiatives.

Low end color printers - Cost and quality of these devices
enable our customers to produce very short run advertising
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without our assistance. This trend will continue with improve-
ments in ink jet and the color laser printers.

Color copiers - Cost and quality of these devices enable our
customers to produce very short runs with rapid turnaround
time. There are many providers of this service.

High end color printers - Cost of these devices is still high
enough to reduce competition. Higher quality than other alterna-
tives. NEBS has significant opportunity here.

Digital imaging is supported by the expanding base of desktop
computers, applications and output devices. Our customers have
many options available to them in obtaining color printing. 

Our customers do not currently have much knowledge or expe-
rienced with short run color printing. NEBS opportunity is to
provide a easy and painless process of obtaining our customers
information and producing pleasing color output. 

The technology is available now to meet this goal. NEBS needs
to obtain the production skills and equipment necessary.
Products need to be carefully designed to avoid current technol-
ogy limitations.

Technology of digital imaging and short run color has advanced
sufficiently to be useful to NEBS fulfillment and NEBS cus-
tomers. A fulfillment system may be designed as follows:

• Develop capability to accept customer prints, negatives and
photo CD’s. 

Prints will be scanned and corrected to our process. 

Negatives will be automatically scanned by a Kodak Photo
CD processing unit and saved to Photo CD format. This

Conclusions
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simplifies NEBS fulfillment, reduces customer history stor-
age and adds a perceived value to the printed product.

Customer provided CD’s will be used as is, with no correc-
tions.

• Accept limited digital files from cameras and other customer
sources.

• Design a product line around the low end digital cameras
capabilities and limitations

• Bundle NEBS brochure making software with low end digi-
tal cameras sold by partner.

• Re-market a camera under our own label

• Increase in-house production capability for short run color
printing.

NEBS will need to establish supporting technologies to produce
this class of products. Color management and short run color
fulfillment skills are required. 

Short run color will require additional customer support and
education. 

The evolving class of low cost desktop printers will compete
with our product offerings. As our customers become more
sophisticated and capable of working with color images, they
will discover alternatives to NEBS printing services.

Observations
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The Printing industry is immersed in a cycle of change, pro-
duced by the increasing power of computerization. The impact
was first seen in Pre-press departments. Printing companies
prosper or fail based on their ability to incorporate ever improv-
ing technology into their businesses. Whole sections of the trade
have literally ceased to exist due to changing customer needs,
brought on by technology. Trade type houses have been forced
to expand into other services or shut their doors as the impact of
fast and easy typesetting is brought to all printers and customers
through Desktop Publishing. Technology is continuing to
expand its influence with direct imaging of plates, digital proof-
ing and digital output devices.

NEBS customers printing needs are changing because of this
rapid evolution.  As technology makes it faster and cheaper to
produce printing, our customers are moving upscale in their
printed work. A simple flyer with clip art printed on a duplicator
a year ago, can now be printed in color, with photographs.
Faced with increased competition, our customers will use these
new options to differentiate themselves from the competition.

This growing base of technology supports the need to quickly
capture a photographic image for use in a computerized fulfill-
ment environment. Many devices exist to create a digital photo-
graphic image for reproduction in our digital printing world. 

Scanners -Scanning devices exist in a dizzying assortment of
capabilities, quality and cost. Higher quality desktop scanners
are available for well under $1,000 and even the smallest print
shop can now afford high resolution scanners for under $15,000.

1 Overview
1.1 The Need for
Digital Images

1.2 Methods of
Obtaining a Digital
Photograph

Figure 1-1

The Storm scanner is capable
of moderate quality scans of
reflective art and retails for as
little as $250.00

Image captured with DCS 420
camera
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Successfully using a scanner still requires some degree of skill.
The low end scanners limit the user controls to simplify the
process and therefor limit the quality level of the scan as well.
There are new software programs that provide assistance in con-
trolling a scan to provide better results for the novice user.
During this research, we evaluated Ofoto and ScanPrep Pro, two
of the leading programs. While still lacking in some important
features, they both provide the entry level user with assistance
and greatly improve the quality of scans. 

Kodak Photo CD - Customers negatives are automatically
scanned and saved to a compact disk. These images are accessi-
ble by computer and used in the printing fulfillment process.
This offers a fast, reliable and economic method of digitizing an
image for reproduction.

The success of the Kodak Photo CD within the printing industry
is phenomenal. The quality and cost factors have begun to open
up a new level of products. Customers who would never before
pay for a drum scan/separation are now willing to have images
placed on CD and used in a printed job.

The Kodak Photo CD format saves each photo in 5 different
resolutions. 

• 192 x 128  pixels
• 384 x 256 pixels
• 768 x 512 pixels
• 1536 x 1024 pixels
• 3072 x 2048 pixels

Figure 1-2

Kodak Photo CD can be read by
any computer with a CD ROM
drive and the proper software.
Additional images may be
added to a Photo CD at a later
time until all of the space has
been used. Once saved to a CD,
an image cannot be erased.

Image captured with DCS 420 cam -
era
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This allows the printer to use the resolution best suited to the
reproduction method and desired size. A detailed explanation of
the choice of resolutions for a photo may be found on in the
addendum of this report.

The Photo CD process presents NEBS with an opportunity to
accept and process customer images. 

Customers would send in film negatives to NEBS for use in a
product. NEBS would use an automated Kodak Photo CD plat-
form to scan the negatives and create a Photo CD. Images from
this CD would be used in the fulfillment of the customers order.
The film, prints and CD would be returned to the customer
along with the printed order. Advantages of this approach are:

• Automation of image capture

• Control of image manipulation 100% internally. (color 
correction, resolution, etc.)

• NEBS only has to archive the text file if we choose. Not
the image files as the customer sends back the CD for re-
orders, keeping customer history storage costs low.

• Added value service. The customer perceives a NEBS
advantage as the images are now stored in a manner accessi-
ble by the customer. Customers feel that files used in creat-
ing printing are the property of the customer not the print
shop. NEBS provides a service that streamlines our fulfill-
ment while adding value to the customers files.

Most of our customers have not tried the Kodak Photo CD.
While NEBS could simply ask them to send CD’s, it would be
better perceived by our customer if we provided the service. The
cost of creating the CD could be built into the price of the job.
Re-orders would not incur this charge as we would simply copy
off the images that we needed.

Digital Cameras - Digital cameras use a bank of light sensitive
cells called “charged coupled device” (CCD) to record the
amount of light entering the camera. Information is represented
by a numerical value and saved in the cameras memory. This
information can be passed on to a computer that interprets the
information and recreates a picture. This information may be
manipulated and reproduced in a variety of ways.

The advertising industry encouraged the development of a cam-
era that utilized CCD technology. As this industry took advan-
tage of computerized copy preparation, design and layout, they
realized the significant savings in time that digital photography
offered. NEBS and its customers have also invested heavily in
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computer automation over the years. Both groups are interested
in leveraging their investments to improve their products,
reduce cost and streamline production.

Digital cameras offer a method of quickly capturing and repro-
ducing an image on a variety of output devices. Rapid turn-
around from the time the photo is taken to the time it is printed,
is the justification and attraction of using digital cameras. The
following is a brief overview of the leading digital cameras.

This category of cameras may best be described as simple
“point & click” devices, designed to meet the modest need of
desktop publishers using laser or ink jet printers. Characteristics
of these devices are:

• Fixed focus non-removable lens
• Low image resolution (768 x 512 pixels)
• Non removable storage device. Images must be down-
loaded VIA cable.
• Built in flash
• Simple 1 button design

The low end class of digital cameras is expanding rapidly, with
new offerings being announced throughout this year. All of
these products will likely continue to be limited to the simple
design and will offer better flash, exposure and storage options.
Major advancements are over a year away.

Apple Quicktake Series - Apple cameras are probably the best
known of the low end cameras due to the advertising efforts of
that company. Apple originally sold the Quicktake 100 and has
just announced that it will be replaced by the new Quicktake
150. Both cameras are designed by Kodak and manufactured by
other vendors. Apples cameras are solidly aimed at desktop pub-
lishing, and at $695, offers the most value for the dollar.

Low End Digital
Cameras

Figure 1-3

The Quicktake 150 is an
improved version of the original
low end digital camera. The 150
offers greater resolution, image
capacity and limited close focus
capability. Like the original 100,
the 150 is designed by Kodak
for Apple.

Imaged scanned from MacWeek
publication
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Enhancements to the Quicktake 150 include improved image
quality, storage and a “What you see is what you get” (WYSI-
WYG) close up capability. Using new compression technology,
the 150 is capable of storing 16 hi resolution images vs. the
original cameras 8 images. A snap on close up lens allows the
user to photograph objects from 10 - 14 inches. The lens fea-
tures a flash diffuser to prevent washing out the subject and a
view finder lens to correct for parallax error. Parallax is the
result of placing the viewfinder beside the lens. The viewer sees
an image slightly off to the side of what the camera lens will
see. When taking photos from 4 feet, this difference is un-
noticeable. Using a close up lens would move the camera closer
to the object and greatly increase this error. This makes compos-
ing the image extremely difficult. Apples clip on lens is an
improvement but is still limited. 

Apple has updated the software to offer more powerful editing
tools. Connection kits and software are available to download
images to either PC or Macintosh platforms.

Apple is also offering a developers kit in May. This kit provides
software developers with the information necessary to develop
Quicktake savvy applications for Macintosh and Windows. 

Kodak DC 40 - This is Kodak’s first entry into the low end dig-
ital camera market under their own label. The DC 40 uses
Kodak CCD’s  but is manufactured in Japan. This camera will
be slightly modified and marketed Logitech. 

The DC 40 maintains the simple “brick” and  point and click
design. The lens is a fixed focus plastic lens system capable of
accepting screw on lens adapters for close up shots. However,
this is a primitive solution as the user looks through a viewfind-
er to the right of the lens and not the lens itself. This means that

Figure 1-4

The DC 40 Camera from Kodak
will be offered by the end of
May. The camera will also be
sold under other manufactures
names with slight modifications.

Imaged captured by DCS 420 cam -
era
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the user cannot see the object as it appears to the camera.
Therefor image composition, focus and framing is a hit or miss
affair. This problem is compounded by the fact that the
viewfinder is to the right of the camera lens causing the user to
cut off objects to the right of the picture. This problem is greatly
reduced the farther the camera is from the object. Kodak plans
to introduce this camera in May, retailing for $959.00. 

NEBS obtained a beta version of this camera for evaluation. The
camera proved to be an improvement form the original Kodak
design represented by the Quicktake 100, However, its relative-
ly low resolution, fixed lens system and viewfinder design, lim-
its its use to applications such as Real  Estate, Insurance and
Landscaping markets.

Kodak is very aware of the current limitations of today’s
devices and is working toward a camera with thru the lens view-
ing. This camera would offer interchangeable lens, flash shoe,
image resolution of approximately 1536 x 1024 pixels and store
at least 42 images. Achieving this technology is not that diffi-
cult, however, achieving it in the next year for under $2,000 is
an impressive goal. 

This class of device is being marketed to professional photogra-
phers and are based on popular camera bodies such as the Nikon
N90 and the Canon EOS systems. At this time, the most widely
known high end digital camera is the Kodak line of DCS mod-
els. Based on a Nikon camera body, the Kodak DCS series
offers higher resolutions, portability, interchangeable lenses and
the ability to save images to removable media.

The Future of Low End
Digital Cameras 
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High End Digital
Cameras

Figure 1-5

The DC 420 Camera from
Kodak offers professional quali-
ty optics and controls. With an
image resolution of 1524 x 1012
pixels, this camera is being used
in studio photography applica-
tions

Image captured with Nikon FM2
and transferred to Kodak Photo CD



Kodak manufactures the camera back containing an array of
1524 x 1012 CCD’s attached to a lower body containing the
cameras power source, imaging circuitry and a PCMCIA type
III slot for a removable hard drive. Each 100MB card can hold
approximately 75 compressed images and is re-usable.

The camera is capable of capturing 36 bit color images and
offers a burst rate of capturing 5 images in 2.25 seconds. Once
an image is captured, the camera may be connected to the SCSI
port on a Mac or to a custom SCSI controller card on a PC.
Images may be downloaded with Kodak’s software or acquired
directly from Photoshop VIA a plug in module. A third method
of transferring images is to remove the PCMCIA hard drive and
insert it into a type III card reader connected to a computer.
Because the array of CCD’s is smaller than a conventional
35mm negative, image cropping occurs. The photographer must
compensate for this limitation by using close focus and wide
angle lenses. 

The Kodak DCS series cameras are available in color, B&W
and IR models and sell for  around $10,995. Kodak also offers,
the DCS 460 camera with higher resolution of 3060 x 2036 pix-
els per image. Suggested retail of the 460 is $27,000. 

An evolutionary step is seen in the new E2s camera from
Nikon/Fujix. Nikon designed the camera around the CCD array
instead of retrofitting it into an existing camera body and attach-
ing electronics below. This provides a high end camera with a
lighter more ergonomic shape. 
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Figure 1-6

The Nikon E2s represents an
evolutionary step in high end
digital cameras. Nikon and
Fujix designed the body from
scratch around the CCD array
instead of simply incorporating
the electronics into an existing
camera design.

Imaged scanned from product liter -
ature



The E2s offers little improvements in image resolution with a
CCD array of 1280 x 1000 pixels. However they have placed
additional optics inside the camera to capture a full 35mm sized
image. This allows traditional photographers to use a digital
camera without needing to account for image cropping as they
did with the DCS line. 

Depending on configuration, the E2s series is priced between
$25,000 - $30,000.

We will continue to see steady improvements in image resolu-
tion, and camera design in all areas of digital photography.
Rapid development of CCD technology as seen in the high end
cameras, is promoting the use of digital image photography in
professional markets. The fallout of this development is the
increasing awareness and use of this technology in the lower
end consumer market. This trend will continue into the near
future providing increasingly capable cameras at ever lower
prices.

A comparison chart of the digital imaging devices discussed,
may be found at the end of the addendum of this report.
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Figure 1-7

The Kodak DCS 420 places a
small CCD array in place of film,
causing the outside of the image
to be cropped. The Nikon E2s
uses the same CCD array but
places it behind a series of addi-
tional lenses that reduce the
image to fit on the CCD

Imaged scanned from product litera -
ture
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The development of Digital cameras was prompted by enabling
technologies.

NEBS customers have been exposed to the power of desktop
publishing tools, opening new options in advertising and promo-
tion that were not available 6 years ago. The Printing Industry
has learned that customers expect to create, contribute and con-
trol the printed job more than ever before. Successful printing
companies are answering their customers demands and accept-
ing desktop files for reproduction.

The Printing Industry also utilize these evolving tools within
their own fulfillment systems. It is now common for a printed
job to go from being created on a computer to being printed on
a press, without ever using any film. The economic benefits of
this are increased by utilizing digital images whenever possible.
As this technology matures it will become increasingly desirable
from an economic and competitive standpoint.

This technology supports and threatens NEBS growth into short
run printing. Our customers increasingly have access to inex-
pensive color desktop printers. The quality and speed continue
to climb while the cost of the machines continue to fall. 

This report is an example of the quality of output currently
available to our customers who own ink jet color printers.
Customers may utilize today’s printer technology to produce
custom short run color for a variety of applications and uses.
This capability will only improve as the new crop of color laser
printers evolve.

Customers who take advantage of color desktop technology will
also have a greater variety of service providers open to them, as
more and more small printers are modernizing with computer
fulfillment systems, color copiers or even digital presses.

While these technologically savvy customers may not always
come to NEBS for their needs, they also represent a growing
market segment and an opportunity for us. NEBS can offer ser-
vices and output quality not yet achievable on the desktop, and
customers can upscale their products. These services include:

• Specialty stocks
• Bindery options (Foil stamping, stitching, die cutting etc.)
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2 Enabling Technologies

2.1 Desktop Publishing

2.2 Inexpensive Color
Printers
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• Longer run lengths
• Higher quality levels
• Job storage, mailing service, etc.

NEBS is very familiar with the rapid evolution of short run
color output devices. Color copiers, Indigo, GTO-DI and others
represent a fast growing list of output devices that offer new
service and products at prices and volumes not achievable 5
years ago. We expect to see continued development of current
devices such as Indigo, Xeikon, etc. throughout the remainder
of the century

Heidelberg’s new Quickmaster DI press represents an evolution-
ary improvement over the original GTO-DI. This unit is a con-
ventional waterless offset press incorporating Presstek direct
imaging. Innovative design has yielded a 4 color, non-perfecting
press capable of producing short run color brochures and flyers.
Based on our experience with the GTO-DI in Peterborough, we
expect this unit to be very successful.

Other key vendors are introducing improvements to their sys-
tems. Indigo has announced improvements to the E-Print as well
as introducing a continuous version of the machine.

Many vendors are offering the Xeikon machine under their own
label including IBM. Other world manufactures are preparing to
enter this market including Xerox and Mitsubishi.

As these devices continue to become more available and capa-
ble, businesses will take advantage of them. This will continue
to spur the growth of digital imaging and file processing.

2.3 Short Run Digital
Output Devices

Figure 2-1

At DRUPA 95, Heidelberg intro-
duced the next generation of the
DI process color press. This
model represents an evolutionary
step from the GTO-DI.

Image scanned on flatbed scanner,
from product literature



To demonstrate the capabilities of digital imaging systems, we
designed three test shots that represent types of images that our
customer might produce. In each category, identical shots where
taken with each of the 3 digital cameras and a conventional film
camera. The film was developed and scanned to a Kodak photo
CD. Images from the digital cameras were downloaded to a
Macintosh computer. All images where opened in Adobe
Photoshop and processed for the type of output device being tar-
geted. No color correction was performed in order to illustrate
the color differences between the cameras and between the out-
put devices. Sample output for all categories is provided in the
addendum of this report.

This category simulates the use by Realtors to photograph and
distribute pictures of buildings to perspective clients. The
images are of large objects and are usually reproduced in small
to medium format

Results: In all cases, the Photo CD produced the best looking
images although the two low end cameras did well. In this class
of photos, the low end cameras fixed lens and lower resolution
was not a serious detriment. The low end cameras gave excel-
lent results when reproduced on desktop ink jet printers and
gave good quality on other devices.

The DCS 420 results illustrated this cameras sensitivity to vari-
able lighting conditions. Most of the images were overexposed
and had higher than normal contrast. 

3 Field Evaluation of
Digital Imaging
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3.1 Real Estate Sell
Sheets

Figure 3-1

Several buildings were pho-
tographed using digital test cam-
eras as well as a film camera.
Images were prepared for the
various output devices with no
correction for color being made.
In all cases, the images from con-
ventional film were superior in
detail, exposure and color bal-
ance.

The cooperage in Townsend harbor
taken with Nikon FM2 and trans -
ferred to Kodak Photo CD



A studio shot simulated using these devices to create a product
flyer. We kept lighting controlled and as simple as possible to
simulate a store front environment.

Results: Once again, the Photo CD gave the highest quality
results, although the DCS 420 came much closer to that level.
The DCS took advantage of balanced lighting and the images
had much better contrast and exposure than was seen in the out-
door shots.

The low end cameras showed much poorer results in this cate-
gory. The minimum focus distance of both is set at 4 feet.
Therefor, the field of view is very large in order for the shot to
be in focus. The image must then be cropped to include only the
product, discarding a large percentage of the already low image

resolution. Both the new Quicktake 150 and the soon to be
released DC 40 are offering attachable close up lens solutions to
overcome this problem. The effectiveness of this solution is not
yet known.  The built in flash and no provisions for external or
additional flashes also proved detrimental as we saw increased
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3.2 Product Flyers

Figure 3-2

The low end cameras minimum
focus distance of 4 feet resulted
in a wide area. Images cropped
down to size gave very poor
quality results when output.

DC 40 image used in test.

Figure 3-3

Interchangeable lenses enabled
the DCS 420 camera to zoom in
on subject, allowing maximum
use of CCD resolution.

DCS 420 image used in test.
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shadows and harshness in the images. Without a close up lens
system, these cameras are unsuitable for this class of product.

NEBS already offers  products with personal photographs. This
test illustrates what is possible with color digital cameras.

Results: As with the product shots, the Photo CD and DCS 420
gave the best results, with the low end cameras suffering from
the fixed lens design. The most notable failure was  the DC 40
and Quicktake 100 images on the GTO-DI. Image resolution
was extremely poor giving unacceptable results. Low end digital
cameras require zoom lens attachments to be acceptable for this
product line.

At this time, none of the digital cameras have the latitude and
resolution currently offered by conventional film and the Photo
CD process. Film/CD outperformed the other cameras in every
test, providing clearer, sharper images in 5 resolutions, suitable
for a wide range of tasks.

The DCS 420 showed its weakness to variable lighting condi-
tions placing it squarely in the arena of studio camera. It offers
interchangeable lens and its resolution is sufficient for all of the
test jobs. Its high price range will keep it out of most of our cus-
tomers hands.

Both the low end cameras performed very well within their lim-
itations. However, the lack of interchangeable lens and their low
resolutions severely limited their versatility. If NEBS chooses to
offer products utilizing these cameras, we must design around
these limitations.

3.3 Personnel Photos

Figure 3-4

Interchangeable lenses enabled
the DCS 420 camera to zoom in
on subject, allowing maximum
use of CCD resolution.

DCS 420 image used in test.

3.4 Image Capture
Device Conclusions
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All of the digital cameras are constantly evolving. The low end
will soon have attachable lens filters to allow for closer shots.
Kodak and Canon will soon offer a high end camera that report-
edly addressed the contrast problems that we experienced. 

Our customers have many options available on reproducing a
flyer in low quantities. To simulate these options, we assembled
test pages of the images from the four digital sources. Images
were modified to match the output screen ruling used on each
device.

Ink jet printers represent the low end of the personal printer
market available to our customer. We have seen great improve-
ments in speed, quality and cost over the last year alone. Our
output was produced with a Tektronix Phaser 140 ink jet printer.
The 140 is a 360 DPI Postscript printer and retails for $1,200.

The 140 outputs photographs at a low screen resolution of 75
lines per inch. This enabled even the images from the QT 100
and DC 40 to reproduce well at average sizes. Image quality
varied only as we changed to poorer quality stocks. Sample out-
put in the addendum  shows the level of quality attainable by
our customers without our assistance. 

Printer speed is a limiting factor with this class of machine.
While the printer is capable of outputting a page of text per
minute, it quickly slows down when outputting images. A 4 MB
file containing text, graphics and 3 small to medium sized pho-
tos took over 5 minutes to print, limiting run lengths.

Cost per page is relatively low with ink cartridges costing
around $35 for a complete set of C,M,Y,K cartridges. Life

Output Devices
Tested/Capabilities

3.5 Ink Jet Desktop
Printer

Figure 3-5

Tektronix Phaser 140 color
Postscript ink jet printer.

Image captured by DCS 420 .



depends greatly on the type of work being run, but we expect to
get over 500 color copies from a set, for an ink cost of $.07 per
page. The quality of stock has an impact on the final quality of
the image with clay coated giving the best results.

This output was used as a control reference for the other printers
and to experiment with color calibration. Dye sub output is too
expensive per sheet to use in volume. Sample output is included
in addendum for reference.

Color copiers have expanded into most cities and are easy to
locate. Increasingly, most accept electronic files from cus-
tomers. Current copiers accept a limited range of paper weights
and types. On most machines, under 40Lb stock. Some units are
capable of running limited cover stocks. Previous studies have
also show a variation in color reproduction from day to day and
from machine to machine. Color shifts on the same machine are
also to be expected. Balancing this is the color copiers accessi-
bility to most customers. A quick look in the yellow pages of a
city will turn up multiple ads for color copying service.

Toner and consumable costs average over $.07 page excluding
paper, and run speed usually exceed 7 copies per minuet. The
next few years will see copier technology improving with faster
RIP,s higher quality and variable imaging.

The DI represents a more conventional approach to reproducing
color output in relatively short runs. Because it utilizes a 133
line screen, the low resolution images from the QT 100 and DC
40 cameras needed to be reduced in size to print well. Images
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3.6 Dye Sublimation
Printer

3.7 Color Copier

3.8 Heidelberg GTO-DI

Figure 3-6

2 color GTO-DI located in
Peterborough plant. Brian
Hautenan pictured

Image captured by DCS 420 .



from theses cameras that had been cropped, such as the product
and head shots suffered greatly. The DI offers a wide range of
stock options including heavy cover stocks that would not run
on any other device tested. The waterless ink system offers very
good color fidelity and consistency during the run. With a well
maintained press, repeatability is much easier to achieve on
reorders. 

The ink jet printer offered the lowest quality at relatively low
speeds. The personal ink jet printer is a viable option for a seg-
ment of our customers needs. We are also seeing rapid develop-
ment of color laser printers. The cost is falling and will hit
$6,000 this summer. As costs continue to fall, they will become
accessible to our customers. NEBS must be aware of the impact
of this as we enter the short run color markets.

Color copiers are a viable option now for both our customers
and to NEBS as an output device. However, the personal color
laser and ink jet printers, will impact this market also. This class
of device offers limited paper substrates and color will vary
between machines

High end solutions such as the GTO-DI, Indigo and Xeikon
units offer higher quality, wider range of options and more cost
effective pricing at higher runs than the other solutions. These
features may entice customers away from the lower quality
solutions.
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3.9 Output Devices
Conclusions



Resolution is the number of pixels used to represent the image.
The low end camera such as the Quicktake 100, represents an
image with 640 pixels wide by 480 pixels high. The average
computer monitor displays images at 72 pixels per inch.
Therefor, a Quicktake image can be displayed on a monitor at 8
3/4’ wide by 6 1/2” high. When you display the image larger
than this, you begin to see rapid degradation of the image.

When we output a digital image to a printer, we take the image
resolution into account. Desktop printers, color copiers and con-
ventional printing presses are only capable of printing a solid
ink spot in one of only 4 different colors. All of these devices
resort to breaking the image up into many different sized dots
and combining them to create an optical illusion that fools the
eye into seeing a continuous tone photo. This illusion is know
as the halftone process.

Each printer uses a specific halftone screen. The ink jet printer
used in the test samples is capable of using a 75 line screen. The
GTO-DI is capable of using a much higher screen and therefor
creates a better optical illusion. When reproducing a digital
image, you should start with 1 1/2 to 2 times as many pixels as
you have screen ruling.

Quicktake 100 image 640x480 pixels
Ink jet 75x2 150
Maximum image size 4.2” x 3.2”

During our testing, we experimented with outputting files at 1
1/2 times the screen ruling as well as 2 times. Using 1 1/2 times
the screen ruling gave acceptable quality results and enabled the
lower resolution images from the Quicktake to output larger.
There is a noticeable improvement in image quality when using
2 times the screen ruling. A chart showing the maximum image
sizes of the digital mediums is included at the end of the adden-
dum in this report.

Managing color in the fulfillment process is the most difficult
task that NEBS must face. Traditionally, customers paid highly
trained professionals to ensure that the desired color was closely
achieved on press. With the advent of desktop publishing, and
the rapid advance and acceptance of short run color, this job has
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4 Technical

4.1 Image
Resolution/Output
Resolution

4.2 Color



moved from the professionals and into the laps of the average
printer and customer.

Desktop color matching is not a perfected science. Much work
has been done, and progress has been made. This is an area that
NEBS does not currently understand or master.

Compounding this problem is that we are also working with
customers who may never have dealt with reproduction of color.
If we choose to work through the mail, we will not even have
an understanding of the color that they expect. The following
example illustrates this point.

Our customer is using a digital camera and our software to
put together a flyer advertising their new product; a plastic
wastebasket. The customer photographs the “Rose” colored
basket and down loads the image to their computer. The cus-
tomer sees on their monitor that the color isn’t right and
using whatever software they own, “corrects” the color.
Unfortunately, their monitor may be very inaccurate at dis-
playing color. The room light may wash out the color and a
dozen other factors conspire to make the customers correc-
tions inaccurate.

However, satisfied that the color is right, the customer saves
the image, finishes composing the job and sends the file to
NEBS

When NEBS opens up the customers file, it is guaranteed to
look different on our monitor than on the customers. In any
case, we have no idea of what color the product was to
begin with. The best that we can do is to calibrate our inter-
nal system so that what we see on our monitor is closely
matched to the final output.

When the customer receives their order, they may be very
surpassed at the color and not understand why it doesn’t
match their monitor.

NEBS must carefully address color management issues to
ensure success.
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The following is a brief case study, based on digital
camera and supporting technology as it can be used in the near
future.

Our customer is a small real estate business employing 5
Realtors. The newest of the 5 is Ralph, who started today. This
scenario begins with Ralph talking with Linda, the owner of the
business.

LINDA “We will start you off with the Ravenwood area. Its
really developing fast since that the new shopping center went
in.”

RALPH “That’s great! Thanks.”

LINDA “We need to order you some business cards. Got a
minute?”

Linda picks up a small blue camera from her desk. The camera
has an adjustable zoom lens and has the 3 color NEBS logo
printed on the case.

LINDA “Stand over next to that fern. It makes a great back-
drop”

Ralph composes himself for the shot. Linda adjusts the zoom
lens to get a head and shoulders shot and presses the button.
Linda attaches the camera to her desktop computer and launches
the NEBS software.

RALPH “This looks pretty interesting. What is it?”

LINDA “This is our Realtor Media Software that we got from
NEBS Business Solutions! It came with the camera. We use it
all the time to print up our flyers and listing booklets. It also lets
us put your photo on your business card. Here let me show
you!”

Using the NEBS software, Linda opens the business card for-
mats and chooses the design the office uses. The company
name, address and phone numbers are automatically filled in.

RALPH “Hey that’s pretty slick! How did it do that?”

LINDA “NEBS had already loaded our information for us
before they sent us the software.  I had to edit it once when we
added the fax machine but it was easy.”
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5 Case Study

5.1 Realtor Case Study



Linda types in Ralph’s name and the type is set in the proper
location and type style. From the menu, Linda can view all of
the photos currently in the camera. She chooses the photo of
Ralph and imports it onto the business card. It appears in the
upper left corner and is automatically sized.

LINDA “How’s that look?”

RALPH “Uh... I seem to have a food stain from breakfast on
my shirt. Can we fix that?”

LINDA “Yeah....No problem.”

Linda clicks on the photo of Ralph and the picture enlarges
while calling up a set of editing tools. Using the cropping tool,
Linda edits out the stain and clicks back on the business card.
The photo of Ralph shrinks back down to fit the space on the
card. The photo no longer shows the part of the shirt with the
stain.

RALPH “Excellent! What happens now?”

LINDA “Now we place an order.”

Linda clicks on the “place order” button and we can hear her
computers modem dial the NEBS order number. Once connect-
ed, the NEBS software calls up an order form with the product
information for the business card filled in. Linda types in the
quantity, ordering 1,000 cards.

LINDA “I need a few other things while I’ve got them”

Linda clicks the “re-order” button and a list of all of the prod-
ucts that she has ever ordered is displayed. She clicks on the let-
terhead listing. The order form is automatically filled with a
product description and a image displays the letterhead as it
appeared from the last order. We notice that the letterhead also
contains a photo of the company building”
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RALPH “Did you take that photo with this camera?”

LINDA “Yep! We use it all the time to take photos of houses for
our listings. The software lets us compose our flyers very quick-
ly. We then modem the order to NEBS and get our flyers in 2
days! Its great! I don’t know how we managed before!

RALPH “Yeah, but how do they look?”

LINDA “Judge for yourself. here’s what came yesterday.”

Linda opens up the NEBS shipping carton sitting on the table
and hands a copy of a colorful flyer to Ralph. The flyer contains
photos of 5 properties being listed, along with information. The
companies name and address is printed at the top.

RALPH “Wow! This looks great! I cant believe that little cam-
era took these photos”

LINDA “Yea.. Before we started using NEBS, we had to wait
two weeks for flyers...and they were black and white!”

RALPH “When do you think I’ll get my cards?”

LINDA “Lets finish this order and see.”

Linda is looking for a product that she has never bought from
NEBS. Using the search feature she enters a few word descrip-
tion. An on-line catalog is displayed showing the item. Linda
reads the description and clicks on the item. Its description and
price is added to her order form. Linda completes the order and
clicks the “send order” button and receives a message that all
three products should ship by 5:00 today.

LINDA “Lets go meet your coworkers and then I want to take
you out to Ravenwood. We need to appraise the Bauman estate.
We are going to feature it in next weeks flyer!”

Linda removes a small pen tablet computer from her desk draw-
er and clips the camera into the bracket at the top of the com-
puter tablet.

LINDA “We use the NEBS field tablet here to do a walk thru of
our new listings. We download any new market value informa-
tion from our office computer and then use the handy check lists
in the tablet to appraise the house. We can give the seller an
accurate appraised value on the house without coming back to
the office! It is so much faster and easier than carrying all those
books around.”

RALPH “Why did you attach the camera to the tablet?”

LINDA “This way, when we take a picture of the property, it is
saved to the tablet. When we get back to the office, we can



download all of the house information and the photo to our
office computer. A sell sheet is assembled automatically includ-
ing the photo of the house!” 

RALPH “Pretty slick!”

LINDA “Yes NEBS makes the paperwork easy so we can con-
centrate on selling! Speaking of which, are you ready?”

RALPH “Lets go!”
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Digital imaging technology is mature enough to be used by
NEBS. This area will continue to evolve and improve for the
remainder of this century.

Product offerings must be designed around current technology
capabilities and limitations.

Accept customer prints and negatives through retail and mail
channels

Establish in-house print and negative scanning capability

Establish in-house color management production
skills/knowledge

Implement an in-house Kodak Photo CD creation workstation

Expand our short run color fulfillment systems

Investigate partnerships with Kodak, Apple, etc.

Bundling NEBS brochure software with their cameras

Selling their cameras under NEBS label
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6 Conclusions

6.1 General Findings

6.2 Recommendations



This section contains samples of digital photographs captured
with the devices reviewed in this report. They have been
grouped together by the method of output for easy comparison.
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7 Addendum



All test images were output on a Textronix Phaser 140 Ink Jet
printer, which uses a 360 DPI Canon engine combined with a
Postscript RIP and Ethernet.

Sample output shows the name of the camera used to capture
the image, at the top of the sheet. There is one Realtor sheet
identified as “combo” that combines one photo from each
device on one page.

• Quality: All of the digital devices produced very good
results when output on the ink jet. Notice that the DCS 420
images appear darker and contain greater contrast. This was a
consistent result when using this camera outdoors in variable
lighting. This can be partially overcome by turning off the the
automated settings and under exposing 1/2 to 1 full F stop.

The business card sheet shows that even the low resolution
images from the DC 40 and QT 100 reproduced well. This is
due to the ink jet printers use of a low 75 line screen and 360
DPI output. 

Notice the wide variation in the yellow block of the realtor
sheet in the following sections. This is the best example of
how each output device represents color. Calibrated systems
must still offer manual color correction to reduce this varia-
tion.

• Run Length: At 5 min per full color page, the ink jet print-
er represents a very low volume device. Run lengths of 10 or
less are well within this devices range. Longer runs may be
accomplished overnight.

• Limitations: Low output speed and low resolution, limits
this device to desktop publishing and low volume advertising.

Addendum A1

Ink Jet Printer
General Findings



A Dye Sublimation printer was used to generate test files of all
images to serve as a reference point. Dye sublimation provides
the closest representation of an actual photograph.

This section is best used to see the actual differences between
images captured from the different devices. As before, output is
identified as to which camera captured the images.

• Quality: Samples  points out the limited resolution of the
low end cameras. The realtor sheets show  the lack of detail in
the DC 40 and QT 100 images, compared with the CD/FM2
output.

The product shots show the amount of detail that can be cap-
tured with the high end devices.

All of the output shows the superiority of capturing an image
on film and transferring to CD.

• Run Length: Suitable only for proofing or presentations,
Dye sublimation printers output an 8 1/2” x 11” page in
approximately 3 min. Material cost is roughly $5.00 per page.

• Limitations: Too costly for production.
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Dye Sublimation Printer
General Findings



Test files were saved to a Syquest cartridge and taken to a small
copy shop for output.

All samples showed a loss of detail in the shadow areas. Toner
gives a raised feel to the image. The copiers 400 DPI resolution
produced very good details.

Cost per sheet varies greatly from city to city. This samples
were priced at $1.95 per copy

• Quality: All samples showed a loss of detail in the shadow
areas. Toner gives a raised feel to the image. The copiers 400
DPI resolution produced very good details.

• Run Length: Run lengths from 1 to 500 copies are eco-
nomical on copiers. Lower run lengths from 1 to 50 are com-
mon..

• Limitations: Variations from copier to copier result in color
variations.
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Color Copier
General Findings



All files were output on the GTO-DI waterless press in
Peterborough. As it is a two color press, each sheet required two
passes to create process color printing.

• Quality: The only surprise of the test was the absolute fail-
ure of the business card images from the low end digital cam-
eras. This  is due to their lack of zoom lens resulting in crop-
ping of an already low resolution image and the GTO’s 133
line screen.

The product images from the low end cameras were greatly
reduced to get the necessary resolution for the high screen rul-
ing used.  Once again, a zoom lens on these units would have
reduced this problem.

The undesirable set off on the back of the samples is the result
of transporting the sheets immediately after printing and is not
inherent in the process.

• Run Length: Run lengths from 500 to 10,00 copies are
economical. 

• Limitations: Large solids and PMS spot colors are more
difficult than on conventional equipment. 
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GTO-DI
General Findings



Cover title was created in Adobe illustrator 5.0. The Compass
Realty page was scanned from an actual flyer and edited in
Photoshop 3.0, The DCS 40 image was captured on film and
transferred to kodak Photo CD.

All images and text were assembled in Quark Xpress 3.31 and
output on a Tektronix Phaser 440 dye sublimation printer.

All images used in the body of the report were gathered from a
variety of sources including digital cameras, Kodak Photo CD’s
and scans from product literature.

Text was written in Word 6.0 and imported into Quark. Final
editing and page layout was accomplished in Quark.

The main report was output on a Tektronix Phaser 140 ink jet
printer on 70Lb coated stock.
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Production Notes
Cover

Main report


